
Passive Skills 12 

Chapter 12: Huge Loot 

The boss fell to the ground, and everyone leveled up. Even Storm of the World who was originally level 5 

had also leveled up to level 6. 

In the world channel... 

God of War Li Jing: Brother World, how did you do it? Teach me the strategy. I’m tired of killing 

monsters all morning. Teach me how to kill the wild boar king.” 

Storm of the World: Brother, It was good luck. It was luck. Really, don’t fight it. Boss is very fierce.” 

The two big shots chatted on the world channel. But of course, there wouldn’t be a second sentence. In 

the New World, the first sentence in the world channel within an hour would cost one gold coin, and the 

second would be 10. They could still have one gold coin in the novice village, but they might not have 10 

even if they collect from the entire novice village. 

“Quick, see what equipment has dropped. I think I saw an orange glow just now. I can’t be seeing 

wrongly. I’m not colorblind,” Thousand Miles Riding Alone shouted. 

Wind-Blowing Wind Chimes opened the team’s package. There were five pieces of equipment, one 

material, and one skill book. It was a huge loot. 

“I’m rich! Three pieces of orange equipment! Don’t try to snatch that ax from me! It’s mine! Mine!” The 

first piece of equipment was an orange ax. Thousand Miles Riding Alone was very excited. Orange 

equipment could be considered the best equipment that players could normally obtain. 

The wild boar king was very generous. Probably it was because it was the first kill. In addition, the boss 

also dropped five gold coins, which was just enough for everyone to get one. 

Wind-Blowing Wind Chimes did not even look at its attributes and directly assigned the ax to Thousand 

Miles Riding Alone. 

Thousand Miles Riding Alone replaced the novice ax and sent the orange ax’s attributes to the team 

channel. 

Exquisite Tusk Battle Ax (orange): physical attack 87-103, strength +20, special effect: Heavy Strike, level 

5 equipment. Durability 30-30. Heavy Strike: Every attack has a chance to trigger the Heavy Strike effect, 

causing five times the damage, triggering rate 1%. 

“Haha, my attack power is now more than 150. It will only take a few hits for a little wild boar.” 

Thousand Miles Riding Alone laughed smugly. 

“The attributes of this ax are very good. The level 5 green attack power in my hand is only 20 or so. Its 

attributes also only increased by 3 points. This Heavy Strike’s special effect is also very good. If it were 

dropped in a PK, it would instantly kill someone. For an average player, a weapon like this can be used 

until level 20.” Even Storm of the World was envious when he saw the ax’s attributes. 



“Quick, look at the other items. I saw a shield. It’s also orange.” Little Secretary of the Storm was also 

very excited. He was a Guardian class, so he urgently needed a good shield. Without a shield, it would be 

very difficult to tank monsters. A Guardian who could not tank monsters would not be able to defend 

himself. 2 

Seeing that everyone was very excited, Wind-Blowing Wind Chimes immediately displayed attributes of 

the remaining items. 

Exquisite Wild Boar King’s Shield (orange): Defense 55, HP 500, strength 10, special effect: immovable 

mountain, level 5 equipment, durability 30-30, immovable mountain: with the Wild Boar King’s shield, it 

will not be repelled. 

Exquisite Fine Linen Magic Robe (orange): Defense 20, HP 100, magic point 200, intelligence 20, special 

effect: magic energy surge, level 5 equipment, magic energy surge: magic regeneration speed +5, 

equipment type: fabric. 

Elven Leather Boots (purple): movement speed 2, defense 5, agility 8, level 5 equipment, durability 20-

20. 

Iron Gut Bow (purple): physical attack 51-59, agility 10, equipment level 5, durability 20-20. 

Lightning Induction Spell: guides a bolt of lightning to attack the target, causing 15 damage, cooldown 

time: 3 seconds, class: Priest. 

Tusk (red material). 

All the items displayed were considered good items. Although the tusk material was not useful for the 

time being, everyone knew that it was a precious item just because it was a red material. Red was a 

higher grade item than orange. 

Needless to say, the shield had 500 HP, which was much higher than the HP of all the current players. It 

also added strength and special effects. The Magic Robe was also one of the strongest. In a word, there 

was no trash in orange items. 

As for the other three items, they were slightly weak, but they were not bad. 

Before Wind-Blowing Wind Chimes started to distribute the items, Storm of the World spoke, “How 

about this? We give the shield to Little Secretary, the Magic Robe to me, the shoes to Six Guan 

Bodhisattva, the Iron Gut Bow to Little Secretary to sell for money so that we can exchange for the items 

we want, and the Lightning Induction Spell to Wind-Blowing Wind Chimes as only she can use it. Give me 

the material as well. I will compensate Six Guan and Wind-Blowing Wind Chimes with 10,000 blue coins 

each.” 

Although Zhang Shan was only given a pair of shoes, the other items were not something he could use. 

There was nothing he could do about it. The compensation of 10,000 blue coins mentioned by Storm of 

the World made him feel a little awkward. 

Thus he said, “There’s no need for compensation. If it weren’t for you guys coming over, the three of us 

wouldn’t have been able to fight. If it took longer, we would be discovered by others. Then we definitely 

would not be able to snatch it.” 2 



“I only look at the cause and effect. I don’t look at ‘if’. It was you guys who discovered the boss and you 

guys were the ones who stuck the boss. Without these two prerequisites, everything would be just 

empty talk. Therefore, it’s only right for us to give compensation. This is our guild’s tradition. Those who 

contribute more will take more. Those who contribute less, if they want to take the equipment, they 

have to give compensation. Only then would it be fair. This is the way to be able to last long.” Storm of 

the World explained. 

“Don’t worry, we deserve it. This boss didn’t drop any good stuff for us. He even gave me a Priest book. 

Now that we already have three skills, but we don’t have enough skill points.” Wind-Blowing Wind 

Chimes said. 

“Talking about it, there are plenty of redundant skills. I only have one skill, and it’s passive. The rest are 

for show only.” While Zhang Shan was complaining about the novice skills of the musketeer, he 

suddenly realized it seemed to be a system notification about him obtaining a skill. 

He checked the skill. 

Heavy Strike (passive), level 1 (acquired by talent, unable to level up), each attack has a chance to trigger 

the Heavy Strike effect, causing five times the damage, 1% chance of triggering. 2 

Hahaha, seeing that his talent had finally come into play, Zhang Shan was ecstatic. He had never thought 

that there would be such a good thing. He had only fought the boss once, and he had come into contact 

with the one-in-a-million chance. 

The last damage seemed to have been dealt by him. Fortunately, the boss’s defense had decreased after 

going berserk. Otherwise, he would have only dealt two or three points of damage in one hit, and he 

couldn’t snatch the last hit. 

“What are you laughing at? Isn’t it just compensation of 10,000 blue coins? Why are you laughing so 

happily?” Thousand Miles Riding Alone ridiculed. 

Storm of the World and Wind-Blowing Wind Chimes also looked at him strangely. 

In an instant, Zhang Shan felt very awkward. He did not explain and directly displayed the Heavy Strike 

skill. 

Seeing the skill that Zhang Shan displayed, the other four instantly were smitten. 

“How did you get the boss’s skill? We didn’t see this skill book just now!” Little Secretary of the Storm 

asked in puzzlement. 

“D*mn it! Isn’t your luck heaven-defying? You triggered your talent just by fighting a monster, that’s 

unreasonable!” Thousand Miles Riding Alone said in disbelief. 

Thousand Miles Riding Alone and Wind-Blowing Wind Chimes were dumbfounded, so were Storm of the 

World and Little Secretary. They still did not know about Zhang Shan’s passive king talent. 1 

Wind-Blowing Wind Chimes came back to her senses and explained to them, “Six Guan Bodhisattva has 

a very bug-like talent. He can obtain passive skills from monsters by killing them. It’s just that I did not 

expect the boss’s passive skill to be obtained as well. This is really unbelievable.” 



“That’s impossible. How could he have such a talent?” said Storm of the World. 

“You’re doomed. Who would dare to fight you in the later stages of the game?” said Little Secretary. 

“Not so exaggerating. The probability is very small. It did not appear when we were farming the rabbits 

for a long time today. There is only one in a million chance of obtaining them. It’s the same as winning a 

lottery,” Zhang Shan explained. 

“A one in a million chance is not considered low. As long as you focus on the passive monsters, you will 

be able to farm them sooner or later.” Storm of the World still felt a little incredulous. 

“D*mn it! Initially, I thought that my ax was very good, especially the Heavy Strike special effect. In an 

instant, I felt that it was no longer attractive. No matter how good the special effect of the equipment is, 

it will be replaced sooner or later. Unlike you, who was given a skill. It’s very unfair, Oh my God.” 

Thousand Miles Riding Alone was jealous. 

“Oh yes, is there any skill point consumption?” Wind-Blowing Wind Chimes asked. 

Zhang Shan took a look and found that there were two remaining skill points. One was given for leveling 

up, and the other was the reward for the first kill of the boss. 1 

“No skill point was consumed. The two skill points are still there.” 1 

“God’s talent.” 

Everyone had no strength to complain. All that was left was envy, jealousy, and hatred. 3 

... 

“Distribute the equipment. After distributing, it’s time to go offline for lunch. Just in time,” Wind-

Blowing Wind Chimes said. 

The shield and the Iron Gut Bow were distributed to Little Secretary of the Storm. He was all smiling 

holding the shield. 

The robe was distributed to Storm of the World. The shoes were given to Zhang Shan. 

“Later, I’ll get Little Secretary to transfer the money to you. You should also send the video to him as 

soon as possible. Let him handle it and post it on the forum,” said Storm of the World. 

“Speaking of which, this boss is really strong. It has over 500 damage and 20,000 HP. I wonder if the 

people from the other novice villages have discovered this boss. Has anyone tried it?” Thousand Miles 

Riding Alone sighed and said. 

“The other novice villages also had it. When we were fighting the boss just now, I asked around. Many 

novice villages discovered the wild boar king, and many people tried it. However, the outcomes were all 

the same. All of them died. No one could block the boss for even a single hit. Even a normal attack 

would cause them to fall. We are lucky, haha.” Little Secretary of the Storm said happily. 

“Log off and eat. Eat on time to stay pretty. See you in an hour.” After Wind-Blowing Wind Chimes 

distributed the items, she immediately logged off. 3 



The others also logged off one after another. 

Zhang Shan first added his skill points. Just now, he had gained a total of three skill points from leveling 

up and the first kill reward. He added them all to Headshot, then put on the Elven Leather Boots that the 

boss had dropped. He casually ran a few steps, and his movement speed could clearly be felt. He was 

much faster now. As expected, there was a huge difference between wearing shoes and being barefoot. 

Now, he could farm monsters by himself. He could attack and run a few steps away and attack the 

monsters from far. But his efficiency was a little slower. 

He then checked his attributes. 

Character: Six Guan Bodhisattva 

... 

Class: Hunter 

Level: 

Health points: 1 

Magic points: 

Physical attack: 50-57 1 

Magiattack: 13- 

Strength: 

Agility: 

Intelligence: 

Defense: 

Lucky 9 (randomly generated within a range of 1-10. Lucky is a hidden attribute that will never change) 

Talent: Passive King (every time a monster is killed, there is a chance to randomly obtain a passive skill 

from the monster. The probability is one in a million). 

Skill 1, Headshot: (passive), level: level 5, every attack of the Hunter has a chance to trigger the 

Headshot effect, causing an additional 50 damage and stunning for 0.05 seconds, the trigger rate is 

2.5%. 5 

Skill 2, Heavy Strike (passive), level 1 (obtained by talent, not to be leveled up), every attack has a 

chance to trigger the Heavy Strike effect, causing five times the damage, trigger rate: 1%. 6 

Equipment: novice clothes, novice musket, Elven Leather Boots, Black Iron Ring. 


